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“Deductively valid” and “deductively invalid” are technical philosophical terms

and it is important that you come to understand them. They are used to describe

arguments, so first we need an answer to the question, “What is an argument?”.

An argument is a set (or group) of sentences. One of the sentences is the

conclusion of the argument and the other sentences are premises. The premises

are supposed to support the conclusion. The conclusion is the claim the argument

is trying to convince you of.

An argument is deductively valid if, and only if, if the premises are all
true then the conclusion must be true as well. In other words, an argument

is deductively valid if, and only if, the conclusion follows from the premises and it is

not possible for the premises to all be true and the conclusion false. An argument

is deductively invalid if, and only if, it is not deductively valid.

Two methods for showing an argument is deductively invalid:

1. Describe a possible situation in which the premises of the argument
are true, but the conclusion is false. If you can do this, the argument

is deductively invalid.

2. Find another argument with the same form where the premises are
true, in the actual world, and the conclusion is false, in the actual
world. If you can do this, the argument is deductively invalid.

Although this worksheet is about deductive validity, it helps to introduce a

contrasting term. An argument is deductively sound if, and only if, it
is deductively valid and all its premises are true. A deductively valid

argument, as we’ll see, can still be rubbish. This is because it may start from

false, even ridiculous assumptions. To be good a (deductive) argument must be

deductively sound.

It follows that there are two ways in which an argument can be deductively

unsound (ie bad). That is, deductive argument can go wrong in two different ways

and it’s important, when you raise an objection to an argument, to be clear which

kind of problem you are raising. Here are the two ways:

1. The argument is deductively unsound because it is deductively
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invalid. That is, there’s something wrong with the logic — the conclusion

doesn’t ‘follow’.

2. The argument is deductively unsound because one (or more) of the
premises is false.

If you can show either that a (deductive) argument is deductively invalid or that

one of its premises are false, you’ve shown it’s bad — you’ve shown this argument

gives you no reason, by itself, to accept its conclusion.

Exercise 1

Decide whether each of the following arguments is deductively valid or deductively

invalid:

(1) 1. Some Republicans are conservative.

2. Some conservatives dislike Bill Clinton.

3. Some Republicans dislike Bill Clinton.

(Be careful. Don’t conclude that the argument is deductively valid just because

the premises and the conclusion all happen to be true in the actual world. Use the

definition and procedures above.)

(2) 1. Some dogs are animals.

2. Some animals have hooves.

3. Some dogs have hooves.

(Note that this argument has the same form as (1). What does this mean?)
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(3) 1. If you’re in Chapel Hill, then you’re in North Carolina.

2. You’re in Chapel Hill.

3. You’re in North Carolina.

(For the purposes of these exercises, assume that ‘Chapel Hill’ refers to exactly one

place and that that place is in North Carolina.)

(4) 1. If you’re in Chapel Hill, then you’re in North Carolina.

2. You’re in North Carolina.

3. You’re in Chapel Hill.

(Question: what is the difference in structure between (3) and (4). Why does it

matter?)

(5) 1. Pornography causes sexual violence.

2. This material caused sexual violence.

3. This material is pornography.

(6) 1. Gunshots to the brain cause death.

2. This event caused death.

3. This event was a gunshot to the brain.

Exercise 2

Supply a premise or premises to make the following arguments deductively valid.

Don’t worry about whether the premises you add are true, or even plausible. Just

make each argument deductively valid.
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(1) 1. Abortion is the killing of a human being.

2. ????

3. Abortion is murder.

(2) 1. A woman has a right to control her own body.

2. ????

3. A woman has the right to an abortion.

(3) 1. Abortion is immoral.

2. ????

3. Abortion should be illegal.

(4) 1. People have a right to disagree about the morality of abortion.

2. ????

3. There should be no laws prohibiting abortion.

Exercise 3

Give an example of an argument of each of the following types:

(1) Deductively invalid, all true premises, true conclusion.

(2) Deductively invalid, one or more false premises, true conclusion.

(3) Deductively valid, all false premises, false conclusion.

Exercise 4

Go back and, for each argument, decide whether it is deductively sound or deduct-

ively unsound.


